Surgical repair of thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms.
Morbidity and mortality following thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm (TAAA) repair are tremendous. Preoperative assessment is essential in detecting cardiac and pulmonary risk factors in order to reduce cardiopulmonary complications. Paraplegia and renal failure are main determinants of postoperative mortality and therefore gained substantial attention during the last decades. Left heart bypass, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) drainage and epidural cooling have significantly reduced paraplegia rate, however, this dreadful event still occurs in up to 25% of patients undergoing type II repair. Renal failure has been partly prevented by means of retrograde aortic perfusion and cooling but renal failure still remains a significant problem. We have evaluated the effects of protective measures aiming for reduction of paraplegia and renal failure. Monitoring motor evoked potentials (MEPs) is an accurate technique to assess spinal cord integrity during TAAA repair, guiding surgical strategies to prevent paraplegia. Selective volume- and pressure controlled perfusion is a technique to continuously perfuse the kidneys during aortic cross clamping and subsequent circulatory exclusion In patients with atherosclerotic thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysms, blood supply to the spinal cord depends on a highly variable collateral system. In our experience, monitoring MEPs allowed detection of cord ischemia, guiding aggressive surgical strategies to restore spinal cord blood supply and reduce neurologic deficit: overall paraplegia rate was less than 3%. We believe that these protective measures should be included in the surgical protocol of TAAA repair, especially in type II cases. Renal and visceral ischemia can be reduced significantly by continuous perfusion during aortic cross clamping in TAAA repair. Not only sufficient volume flow but also adequate arterial pressure appears to be essential in maintaining renal function.Obviously, endovascular modalities have been successfully applied in TAAA patients, the majority of which as part of hybrid procedures. Technological innovation will eventually cause a shift from open to minimal invasive surgical repair. At present, however, open surgery is considered the gold standard for TAAA repair, especially in (relatively) young patients and patients suffering from Marfan's disease.